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OUTSIDERS AMERICAN SHORT STO-
RIES

united states were chosen because they
FOR STUDENTS OF ESL jean S deal with actual outsiders who are try-

ingmullen englewood cliffs new jersey to cope with their new life in america
prentice hall inc 1984 ppap 233 8958.95895 or because the characters are native ameri-

cans who feel alienated in their own society

outsiders american short stories for
students ESL jean S mullen is col-
lection

of by a the author introduces ESL students to
of short stories and two poems the study of literature through observation

written by noted american writers the inference and imagination students are
text is to teach readingdesigned techniques encouraged to think about what they see
that the of literatureare necessary to study

and to make reasonable inferences about
and also to and thedevelop polish writing what they observe the course aims to make
skills that for theare appropriate college

the connection between the students
level student the betext can employed deductions and what they already know
in an ESL reading course of one semesters it students to use their imagina-

tionsduration with the class meeting for three encourages
as a means to bridge the gap between

fifty minute periods weekper and thetheir own experience experience
of others

outsiders itself is neatly divided into
twelve units with the exception of the first another feature of this text is the glos-

saryunit each contains a series of study ques-
tions

of words and expressions that are im-
portanta review of a particular grammar point for the understanding of the stories

or a vocabulary study a study of a particular proper names of people places and institu-
tionsliterary term or writing strategy class dis-

cussion
longer phrases containing several

questions and at the conclusion difficult or unfamiliar words and certain
of each unit a controlled writing exercise nonstandard forms or dialect differences
many of the exercises are couched in realis-
tically contextualized language outsiders is a straightforward look at

contemporary literature designed with the
the first unit of the text is the intro-

duction
ESL student in mind its clearcutclear cut presenta-
tionand guide to the readings found in as well as its varied and diverse exercises

the book in addition the introduction should appeal to even the most hesitant
includes a list of literary terms and their readers in your class
definitions to familiarize the students with
conventional labels to be used in class dis-
cussion
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